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Good afternoon
This article re-iterates the importance of protecting the fast eroding East Suffolk coastline:
East Anglian Daily Times - article
‘Emergency works to tackle erosion start at Suffolk coastal resort
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Heavy machinery has arrived on Thorpeness beach to tackle erosion - Credit: Water
Management Alliance
Emergency work to safeguard the future of one of Suffolk's fastest-eroding areas of
coast is underway.
Diggers have been transported on to the northern end of the beach at Thorpeness to
install a 35-metre rock revetment.
Coastal Partnership East has teamed up with Water Management Alliance for the
project, which is set to last until the end of October.
Bosses hope the work will improve public safety and protect the coastline from the
threat of erosion.
Coastal Partnership East bosses said Thorpeness had experienced "more intense levels
of coastal erosion" last winter, prompting the emergency response.
A study in 2019 revealed Thorpeness' beach was among the fast-eroding in Europe, with
Pakefield, Corton and Bawdsey also threatened.
East Suffolk Council has previously warned residents to avoid parts of Thorpeness as
erosion has led to cliff falls.
In January 2017 a 58-year-old dog walker was killed when a cliff collapsed on the
beach.’
End of article.

To build a nuclear power station the size of Hinkley on this fast eroding coast would be
utter madness and a huge safety risk for all East Suffolk residents.
FOR THE SAFETY ASPECT ALONE, PLEASE SAY NO TO THE OUTDATED SIZEWELL C
APPLICATION TO STOP A CATASTROPHIC EVENT HAPPENING ON THE EAST SUFFOLK
COAST.
FOR ALL THE UNRESOLVED CONCERNS INCLUDING THE LAST MINUTE WATER SUPPLY
MAJOR ISSUE, PLEASE SAY A CATEGORICAL 'NO' TO THIS INADEQUATE APPLICATION.
The build time of Sizewell C is not green and will not help towards the current energy
crisis.
Consumers cannot be expected to absorb EDF's burden of the build cost within their
household energy bills, particularly in the current economic climate but also for many
years to come. EDF show a blatant disregard to the current UK economy after failing to
find any confident investors.
We all know the over run construction of Hinkley C with its build ramifications of
emissions, concrete etc is way beyond a scale of acceptance.
Please do not allow a replica of Hinkley to be built, not only polluting AONB, SSSI's but East
Suffolk and beyond too.

With no guaranteed safety for the storage of nuclear waste currently, the future unknown
effects of global warming on nuclear waste must remain a massive concern.
Please plan a safer world for now and for future generations to come.
Regards
D Lacey

